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Heat & Related Topics

Why is it so often windy at the beach?

Big Ideas













Heat is Energy! Energy is motion! Heat is Motion, the motion of molecules and atoms!
Different objects absorb & give off heat differently.
Heat moves from hot areas to cool areas.
Temperature can be used to detect/measure heat change.
We categorize the transfer of heat into three methods: conduction, convection, and radiation.
Objects tend to expand when heated.
The density of a substance/object is changed as its temperature changes.
Warmer fluid expands and will rise in a cooler fluid (in the presence of gravity).
Substances absorb or give off heat when changing phases.
Variables must be controlled for an experiment to provide us precise results.
Designing an experiment means trying and revising.
Looking for patterns in data is one of the ways we discover scientific truths.

State Standards
Content Standards
 Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Standard 14: Recognize that heat is a form of energy and that temperature
change results from adding or taking away heat.
 Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Standard 16: Give examples of how heat moves in predictable ways, moving
from warmer objects to cooler ones until they achieve equilibrium.
 Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Standard 15: Explain the effect of heat on particle motion through a description
of what happens to particles during a change in phase.
 Strand 1: Grades 6-8 Standard 4: Differentiate among radiation, conduction, and convection, the three
mechanisms by which heat is transferred through the Earth’s systems.
 (review) Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Standard 2: Differentiate between volume and mass. Define density.
Inquiry Standards
 Formulate a testable hypothesis
 Design and construct an experiment specifying variables to be changed, controlled, and measured.
 Draw conclusions based on data or evidence presented in tables or graphs, and make inferences based on
patterns or trends in the data.
 Offer explanations of procedures, and critique and revise them.

SWBAT






Describe a situation where heat is moving from one object to another and that it moves from warmer
areas to cooler areas.
Explain that Heat is the energy of moving molecules & atoms of an object in any physical state.
Give examples of objects expanding when heated.
Give examples and explain the different ways in which heat can move from one place to another:
conduction, convection, and radiation.
Explain why beaches are typically windy – i.e. why we have sea breezes and land breezes.
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Overview
The purpose of this unit is to develop the understanding of heat, temperature, density, & pressure to the
level necessary to understand why breezes come from the sea during the day and off the land at night. It is not
the purpose of the unit to have students understand each of these topics in great detail, but to create a foundation
in each of the areas so that the overall answer to “Why it is windy at the beach?” is accessible and so that
students will be able to expand upon the topics in greater detail in future science courses.
Heat will be explored in solids, liquids, and gasses. The general philosophy of this unit is to allow
students to explore as much as possible so that they can “discover” the big ideas for themselves. They will also
have the chance to design experiments both to learn more about heat and to exercise their grasp of the
“Scientific Method”. The unit starts with some pure, undirected, trial & error style exploration of heat in solid
objects. They will then have a chance to design and perform an experiment. After a review of density in
liquids, we will explore heat in liquids (water) in a similar fashion to solids – first with free form exploration
and then with a more organized activity. At this point we will use the Virtual Molecular Dynamics Laboratory
software to explore the particle nature of heat and then move on to exploring heat in gases (air in particular).
Following the exploration of heat in gasses we will use Vernier probes and software to follow the temperature
change as water moves from solid to liquid to gas. Finally, we will put everything we learned together in order
to answer the question “Why is it windy at the beach?”
Each step of the way, students will have the opportunity to first work in their small groups and then
share data and analysis with the class. They will keep track of their observations, thoughts, and conclusions
along with those of the class as a whole in an exploration book for the unit. As we go, we will develop and
record questions that come up.
Students will be assessed throughout the unit on their interaction and creativity while working in groups.
This assessment will occur during the open-ended exploration, during the more formal experimentation, and
during group discussions. Criteria for this assessment will include synthesis of questions and hypotheses as
well as cooperative learning skills.
Students will also choose among various mini-quizzes offered at various times during the unit. Miniquizzes will be available in different styles and levels so students at all levels of understanding can find success
demonstrating what they have learned. A student may wish to start off taking an easier multiple choice quiz,
but later take a more advanced short answer quiz to earn a higher grade. “Points earned” by demonstrating
knowledge will be emphasized more than “points lost” do to incorrect answers. At the end of the unit, students
will again have the opportunity to take quizzes on all topics to demonstrate their knowledge and earn points.
Finally, students will be asked to choose one of several “final” assessment options through which they
can demonstrate their answer to the driving question: “Why is it so windy at the beach?” Several choices are
given so that students can use which ever bests fits their own personal style.
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Activities and the Big Ideas
Activity
Pre-Assessment
(concept map)

Heat in Solid Objects

Review & Journaling
Density Exploration
(review)

Heat in Liquids

Review & Journaling

Concept Mapping

Days
0.5

4-5

1

1-2

2-3

1

1

Brief Description

Big Ideas

State Standard

* Will create a concept map for “Heat”
with whatever pre-conceptions students
have.

Whatever they may already know including
some naïve conceptions.

N/A

* Will explore how heat is absorbed and
given off by solid objects of various sizes
and materials using water baths of
varying temperatures and thermometers.
Will design experiment(s) to deepen their
understanding of a particular fact
uncovered during the exploration phase.
* Will review as a class the main ideas
we have discovered. Make entries in
journal on previous activities.
* Will calculate density of various
liquids and see how they layer when
mixed.

* Different objects absorb & give off heat
differently.
* Heat moves from hot areas to cool areas.
* Temperature can be used to detect/measure
heat change.

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 14
Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std 16
Inquiry Standards

N/A

N/A

* Density is a characteristic that gives us the
amount of matter in an object per unit
volume.
* Relative density determines floatation.
* Temperature can be used to detect/measure
heat change.
* We categorize the transfer of heat into
three methods: conduction, convection, and
radiation.
* Objects tend to expand when heated.
* Warmer fluid expands and will rise in a
cooler fluid (in the presence of gravity).
N/A

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 2

* Will explore how water at different
temperatures behaves when mixed in a
controlled fashion.
* Will try to layer water at various
different temperatures, each temperature
a different color.
* Will review as a class the main ideas
we have discovered. Make entries in
journal on previous activities.
* Will describe what they have learned
about heat at this point by creating a
revised concept map.

All of those addressed to date

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 14
Strand 1: Grades 6-8 Std 4
Inquiry Standards

N/A

Heat Unit

Activity

Heat in Gasses

Bill Nye Video on Heat

VMDL Simulation
(some review)

Heat through the
Phases

Review & Journaling

Putting It All Together

Final Concept
Mapping
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Brief Description

Big Ideas

State Standard

* We categorize the transfer of heat into
three methods: conduction, convection, and
radiation.
* Objects tend to expand when heated.
* The density of a substance/object is
changed as its temperature changes.
* Warmer fluid expands and will rise in a
cooler fluid (in the presence of gravity).
All

Strand 1: Grades 6-8 Std 4
Inquiry Standards

* Using the Virtual Molecular Dynamics
Laboratory software students will
explore heat as the movement of particles
through computer simulation.
* Using Vernier temperature probes and
Logger Pro software students will follow
the temperature of liquids of different
temperatures when separate and mixed
and the temperature of water as it goes
through phase changes from solid to gas.
* Will review as a class the main ideas
we have discovered. Make entries in
journal on previous activities.

* Heat is Energy! Energy is motion! Heat is
Motion!, the motion of molecules and atoms.

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 14
Strand 1: Grades 6-8 Std 4

* Heat moves from hot areas to cool areas.
* Temperature can be used to detect/measure
heat change.
* Substances absorb or give off heat when
changing phases.

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 14
Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std 16
Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std 15
Inquiry Standards

N/A

N/A

2

* The class will try to apply what we
have learned to the unit question “Why is
it so windy at the beach?.”

* To answer a question we can design a
controlled experiment where a single
variable is altered to determine its effects.

Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std. 14
Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std 16
Strand 3: Grades 6-8 Std 15
Strand 1: Grades 6-8 Std 4

All of those addressed to date

1

* Will describe what they have learned
about heat at this point by creating a
revised concept map.

2-3

1

2

1-2

1

* Will explore methods of detecting/
harnessing the movement of hot air.
* Will explore the expansion and
contraction of air as it changes
temperature.
* Will view Bill Nye the Science Guy
episode on Heat.

All
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Overview of Activities
General Philosophy/Strategy for Activities
The general strategy for this unit plan is to first give students a chance to practice free form explorations
to gather facts and inspire questions, then to move on to more focussed experiments. The experiment part of the
activities will help to refine the questions asked and answers discovered, but will also help students better
internalize the scientific process because they will be playing the major role in designing experiments. Careful
control of variables will be the particular process focus in this unit. After each major section, students will be
asked to write in their journals about the activity and indicate what and how well it helped them learn. Concept
mapping will also be used in the beginning, middle, and end of the unit to help students and the teacher evaluate
their understanding of the concepts. Other summative assessment techniques will be important in the progress
of this unit, in particular, observation and questioning by the teacher during group work. Various formative
assessment instruments will be used throughout the unit to help the teacher determine individual
comprehension. Formative assessment will include quick short answer quizzes, multi-leveled multiple
choice/matching oriented quizzes, and a more involved written test for which students will be able to choose
from several options. Following are brief overviews of the major activities that make up this unit.
Heat in Solid Objects
In this activity students will be provided with a variety of objects of different materials and sizes in a hot
bath. They will be asked to explore the concept of heat by examining the objects when removed from the hot
bath, when placed in cooler baths, or simply left to cool in the air. A period of exploration, 2-3 days, will be
followed by a 1-2 day period in which students will design and implement their own experiment. At key times,
students will be asked to share group findings with the class as a whole. They should come out of this activity
with the understanding that different materials absorb, maintain, and give off heat differently. They will also
understand that heat can be transferred from one place to another, hotter to colder, and that a change in
temperature of a material indicates the addition or loss of heat.
Density Exploration & Review
In this activity students will be provided with alcohol, water, and food coloring that can be used to
distinguish the two liquids. They will be asked to investigate how water and alcohol mix. Small vials and
beakers will be provided to facilitate placing one liquid (in the vial) into another (in a beaker). Students have
already studied density earlier in the year and this should review for them the definition of density along with
some of the related principles, in particular that a fluid will rise when placed in a fluid of greater density (and in
the presence of gravity). Students should come out of this activity with a stronger sense of what density is as
well as an enhanced ability to visualize a fluid rising in a fluid of greater density.
Heat in Liquids
Students again will be given the chance for free form exploration, this time of water at various
temperatures. They will be provided with food coloring, small vials, and beakers as they were for the density
review. Time permitting, they will also be given the chance to design experiments around the effects of heat on
liquid. One challenge students will be asked to achieve is to create a multi-colored layering of temperature
bands of water in a beaker using food coloring to distinguish the layers (used in moderation, food coloring
should not significantly alter the properties of the water other than color). Students should come out of this
activity with a clear understanding that water and by extension other fluids will become less dense when heated
and therefore rise in a convection current. A lecture/demonstration session on heat transfer will further help
students be able to distinguish between conduction, convection, and radiation and give examples of each. A
video on heat will be shown to provide an alternative sensory experience to further strengthen the concepts.
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Heat in Gasses
Students will likely come into this activity with pre-knowledge about hot air rising. They will have
further strengthened that concept during the investigations into heat in liquids. In this activity they will have the
opportunity to create twirling snakes, investigate the behavior of air trapped in a flexible container (an
Erlenmeyer flask with a balloon attached), and explore the behavior of air and smoke in a smoke convection
box. If time (and weather) permits, we will explore outside with a paper hot-air balloon and a radiation
absorbing air tube. Students will come out of this activity recognizing that changes in the temperature of air in
different locations can cause air to move, even though you cannot see the air moving. They will understand that
air can be pushed out of or pushed into (not “sucked”) a container as heat is added or removed from the air
inside.
VMDL Simulation
Students will be taught how to use the Virtual Molecular Dynamics Laboratory software to simulate the
movement of particles at various temperatures and pressure situations. The VMDL software allows students to
view particles’ paths, kinetic and potential energies, and speed at each phase of matter and as the phases change.
After having some time to explore with a partner, students will share what they have discovered with the full
group. A Smart Board ™ will be used so some questions can be explored as a full class. It is possible to use
the VMDL software to design virtual experiments, but the time required to do so is beyond this unit. It is
possible that advanced use of VMDL could be offered to students who wish to explore further outside of the
regular unit of study. Students will come out of this activity with an increased ability to visualize the particle
nature of matter and explain the behavior of heat by explaining the motion of particles.
Heat Through the Phases
Students will use Vernier software and probes to explore the changes of temperature in plain and salt
water. Dual probes will be used so that students can see that the temperatures of warm and cold water mixed
will settle at an equilibrium between the two temperatures. They will also follow the phase changes of plain
and salt water from solid to liquid to gas. They will be able to see the data from the probes graphed in real time
as they explore. Students will come out of this activity with a greater appreciation for the value of computers as
analytical tools as well as an understanding of the heat absorption that occurs when substances move from solid
to liquid and from liquid to gas.
Putting It All Together
Working first in groups and then as a whole class, we will try to apply what we have learned in our
explorations and experiments to the driving question: Why is it so often windy at the beach? We will try to
simulate a beach next to cool water and experience a “sea breeze” in the laboratory. Students will come out of
this activity with a greater sense of the application of science to real life situations. (Another application to real
life would be the shower current being pushed into a shower stall when a hot shower is running.)

Related Driving Questions
There is so much more we could have covered during this unit if time allowed. For example, another
question that generally comes up in the discussion of “beach” questions could also act as a fine driving question
for an expanded density unit. That is: “Why do we float better in the ocean than at Walden Pond?” For
now, this and many other potential driving questions will have to wait for another unit. When looking at real
life there is no shortage of material for investigating “real” science.
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Assessments
The formative assessment in this unit will be accomplished primarily through the teacher’s observations
and questions while interacting with student groups. Quizzes, both short answer and multiple choice/matching
style will act as both summative and formative assessment instruments. Concept mapping will be used as a preassessment, mid-unit assessment, and final assessment. Though the final concept map assessment will not
allow the teacher to make changes for the current presentation of the unit, it will help with adjustments to the
unit for future use. A final summative assessment project centered around the driving question will give the
students a choice of activities to demonstrate what they have learned. The options are described below.
Short Answer Questions
The following questions are some that could be used at points throughout the unit. They require no
more than a paragraph or two to answer sufficiently and would be part short quizzes that include no more than
two questions at a time. Students will have the opportunity to retake these quizzes if they are not satisfied with
their answers in the original quiz. Obviously there are many more possible questions than are listed below.
Blank lines are provided for adding questions as they arise.









What is the difference between a “free form exploration” and a more formal “experiment”?
State a fact that we have discovered about heat and describe an experiment or activity that you could do
to demonstrate that fact.
Give and explain an example of each of the 3 forms of heat transfer.
Explain the difference in behavior of air over a black top parking lot on a hot sunny day and the air over
an adjacent green field.
Explain how you could create multi-colored layers of water in a beaker with water, food coloring, a heat
source, and other equipment as needed for moving water around.
How is a twirling snake like an incline plane? Describe what makes it twirl.
A balloon that is filled with hot air is brought outside on a cold winter day. Explain what will happen to
that balloon outside.
Why does the shower curtain blow in at the bottom of a shower stall when someone is taking a hot
shower?

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Final Assessment Project
The purpose of this final project is to allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the thinking
process that helped us answer the driving question. Several options, described for the student below, allow
students with differing skills to choose what suits them best.
Option #1 – Hypothetical Conversation
Write up a hypothetical conversation between a child and his/her grand parent (another relative or close friend
is acceptable) that takes place as they walk along the beach. The child starts the conversation with our driving
question “Why is it windy at the beach?” The grand parent should not simply answer the question, but use good
related questions to help the child discover some of the answer for him/herself.
Option #2 – Dramatic Skit
Create and perform a skit involving 1 or 2 other individuals in which our driving question, “Why is it windy at
the beach?”, is presented and answered. As in the conversation in Option #1, there should not be one person
simply giving the answer to another. In this case, have the individuals be asking themselves or each other
questions that lead to the answer of the driving question. The individuals should not be playing “teacher” and
“student” roles as is the case in Option #1.
Option #3 – Text Book pages
Design a “text book” page or pages that answer our driving question “Why is it windy at the beach?”
You may include diagrams, pictures, insets that give explanations of related topics or demos, vocabulary lists,
and homework assignments. Remember that a good text book is more than just a page of writing.
Option #4 – Write a Song
Write a song that answers our driving question “Why is it windy at the beach?” The lyrics should be
clear and thorough, addressing the major topics and observations that helped us answer the driving question.
Option #5 – Design a Test
Design a written test that would help evaluate whether someone understands why is it windy at the
beach. Include an answer key with the correct or model answers (for short answer questions).
Final Assessment Rubric

Novice

Competent

Expert

Student is not able to make any
but the most obvious statements
connecting heat and wind at the
beach. There is no mention of
convection, differential in heating
of water and land, density of air at
different temperatures, or air
spreading to fill out its space.
There may be some mention of
heat moving from one place to
another.

Student discusses the types of heat
transfer and specifically mentions
that air over the land rises because
it is warmer and less dense than
air over the water. Student will
mention the particle nature of heat
transfer and/or that temperature
will rise/fall as heat is added/
removed from a system.

Student will note that water
absorbs and gives off heat more
slowly than land and so is slower
to warm up and slower to cool
down. The concept of a “land
breeze” at night will also be
discussed. Student will
demonstrate a strong sense of how
density and pressure changes are
caused be heat exchange and in
turn cause air to move around.
Student will mention the particle
nature of matter and heat transfer.
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Credits & Resources
Though I did not end up using any of their activities directly, I was inspired by and borrowed some ideas
from the following:
Hale, C., (ed.), (1967). Gases and “Airs”. St. Louis: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill.
Burkman, E., Darrow, S., Redfield, D., & Snyder, W., (Program Directors), (1981). The Natural World.
Glenview, Il: Silver Burdett Company.

